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Editorial Reviews. From Booklist. David Reece is robbed while
traveling by coach to London. Vowing to reclaim a family
signet ring, he sets a trap in London.
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"An action packed, fun romp through and through, What a Rogue
Desires is another The second book in the Reece Family
trilogy, following What a Gentleman.
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What a Rogue Desires (Reece Family Trilogy, #2) After a

wayward youth, David Reece, the youngest scion in a noble
family, has been called one of the most.

zysozecisilo.ml: The Reece Family Trilogy series
As a footnote, I'm currently reading What a Gentleman Wants,
which is Linden's first book in the trilogy about the Reece
family, and this is not a.
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And so she's like, he's kinda cute and did some rela I liked
both characters but the situation ruined it for me. It is a
known truth that scoundrels do not long survive the passing of
their youthful looks and charms, to say nothing of their
fortunes.
AfterreadingthefirstbookofthisseriesWhatAGentlemanWantsihadreally
She earned a math degree from Harvard University and wrote
computer software before turning to writing fiction. See,
she's a thief because she had to take care of her teenage
brother, and he's not as smart or clever as she is, and in the
first scene from her point of view, she even acknowledged
that, without her and her talents, the band of thieves the
siblings run with would probably abandon her brother or worse
because he's so useless in their thieving endeavors.
AndhandsomeDavidReecehasbecometheirvictim--untilhetracksherdownan
a woman and locking her up under house arrest, even if she did
steal a family heirloom of his, isn't a likely step forward in
the path toward redemption. Praise for Caroline Linden's What
a Woman Needs "A skillful blend of scorching sensuality and
the tenderness that tempers passion.
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